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About This Game

A diorama is NOT a game, nor is it a demo. Simply put, a diorama is a painting you can visit with a simple goal of inspiring a
sense of wonder. They are an ideal retreat to think and be somewhere else.

In 'Blocked In' you will visit the workspace of a Russian scientist to enjoy an extraordinary view of the end of the world by
tetronimoes, that will leave you ‘Blocked In’.

Blocked In is the first entry in 'The Shoebox Diorama', an ongoing series of fantastical dioramas for VR devices by interactive
illustrator 'Daniel Ernst'. A diorama can be explored as a standalone experience or as an interconnected experience through the

‘Table of Contents’ diorama (coming soon), which serves as the central hub.

'Blocked In' was first released in late 2013 for the DK1. For many early adopters ‘Blocked In’ was their first introduction to VR
and has been one of the defining VR experiences. It also coined the term diorama for these types of VR experiences.

If you liked ‘Blocked In’ why not try other dioramas as well :
 http://store.steampowered.com/app/431370
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Title: Diorama No.1 : Blocked In
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
The Shoebox Diorama (Daniel Ernst)
Publisher:
The Shoebox Diorama
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core I5 4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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This game speaks a lot of Latin to you, and possibly quotes Shakespeare. Feels like getting sodomized inside a kaleidoscope.
The voice of Sergeant RL-3 calls you a "Rookie" after reversing your controls, hitting you for 80 health, and flying off.

Sometimes it says "See You Next Tuesday," as well.. this gaem sux do n0t git it. do not git dis gaem 4dalulz, it doesnt geeb u
lulz, it geebz u sadz. go play boldeneye 007 instead. Very Good Graphics and excellent soundtrack. ok game for the price!.
EDIT\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ Fantastic add-on to an already amazing game! It turns the whole game on its head into a puzzle instead of a
strategy game. The night and day difference between the three difficulty levels is great and truly shows you how sloppy you can
be to how perfect you must become to get a gold star even on the starting puzzles.

 I want to thank the development team and community for making this game what it is today and the continued support it
continues to recieve. I truly hope it continues and I look forward what comes next for this game and what Mohawk works on
next.

Edit- Just finished all 17 puzzles on hard mode. Truly a wonderful experience. I have not had that much fun in a long time with
a video game. Easily one of the best DLCs if not best DLC for the content provided. Every mission got me to think of the game
in a truly different way from play MP. Some of them stopped my mind dead in its tracks and I had to rethink my whole plan. I
didn't think I could enjoy something more then Blue Chip ventures :). Cool if you wanna kill time and you have absolutley
nothing to do, but otherwise it's a game on rails with no real choices, pretty boring A-B stuff, wouldnt pay money a second
time.. Super awesome, funny, cute, fast and challenging jump n' run action!
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If anybody is crying about "Where's Hellboy?!" then they are simply misinformed. If you get this, you'll get Hellboy when he's
released on PC. However, he's not currently out on PC at the time that this review is written.

EDIT: He's here now. He's worth the wait. Wonder if the Neg reviews will reverse now, or if they're too lazy.. Hell, I love the
idea of this game and I've been following it for forever, but I cant recommend it in its current state. Unfortunately the fact that
they have multiple game modes but most of the time the round is over within seconds so you don't even get to enjoy it is a big
con. I'd love to see fully destructable maps with the "last person left alive" with some barriers and such to have games last more
than 30-60 seconds, and maybe span even up to 3-5 minutes with intense rounds. I'd say definitely buy this if you've got a group
to play with though, I'm sure once you get the hang of it and you have controllers to play with it'd be a blast, but just not for me
unfortunately.
(Controller support has been fixed as the developer comment says, they're also working on Gamemodes. Keep an eye out for
this game, it's gonna be awesome after a couple more updates!). A disappointment.

I'm writing this review right after I've finished the game.

Some of the puzzles are just way to hard and you are punished for making experimental choices (like dying). You will have to
inspect every single pixel if you're playing in gamer mode. 2nd part of the game is very linier and if you miss a single one of the
20 collectables you won't unlock the extra content and you can't go back to get what you missed.

I played the previous Tex Murphy adventures. I remember I enjoyed them but this one will be forgotten although there are some
enjoyable moments half of the time. Response selection does not seem to have any impact at all and in the end the game is
completely linier.

Replay value is close to zero.. keeps crashing\/\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 sprites. i was curious and bought it for
like a dollar. didnt load after the 2nd level. its ok i guess if you look at it from a programming perspective. otherwise. yeaaaa no
unistall. Useless as long as the navy mechanics are missing.. The game is decent. The problem is it has the potential to be great if
the developer cared to make it so.. Amazing game for everyone who likes point&click adventures. It leaves you with this bitter
sweet taste though. You know that taste wanting more. I'm a big fan of the Blackwell series and this one is amazing as well. I
need more of this wonderful stuff.. Personally, I enjoyed this game a lot. It was very fun and was very addicting. I highly
recommend this game.. Why is there no pause menu >_> Otherwise suprisingly good game. Quality top down twin stick shooter
centered around mech battles.
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